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 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
Urban manufacturing in Bogota and the United States: Economy and Policy  
Similarities: 
• Both Bogota and American cities are still wrestling with the implications of the 
changing nature of urban manufacturing:  technology and the “maker movement” 
• Both Bogota and American cities are trying to understand how to build the ecology 
of the urban “factory neighborhood” 
Differences 
• Bogota’s manufacturing districts are not (yet) subject to displacement so it is 
not yet facing the ultimate dilemma:    integration versus protection  
• Bogota has a legacy of managing land use at a much finer grain than in the US 
Urban manufacturing in Bogota and the United States: Urban Form  
Similarities 
• Urban manufacturing districts in both Bogota and N. America are predominantly low-rise. 
• Streets in urban manufacturing districts are not well designed: Goods movement conflicts. 
• Open spaces are scarce and poorly defined. 
Differences 
• The low-rise manufacturing districts in Bogota are more “urban”: higher coverage and more 
transparency. 
• Bogota does not have a legacy of managing the high-density loft factory  
Bogota Portland, OR 
Urban manufacturing in Bogota and the United States: Questions  
Questions: 
• What is an “Innovation District”: Vertical versus horizontal mixed use 
• What urban design strategies can encourage new forms of mixed-use 
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Defining the Region: New Scales, New Contexts 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
Zach Craun, Columbia MUD 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
 Resource Procurement 
The “Junk Map” 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
 Waste disposal 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
 Human capital 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
Brookings Studies: Metro Manufacturing 





• Clustering of industries 
• Concentration of manufacturing. 
 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the “Mega-regions” 
Brookings Studies: Metro Manufacturing 
Revival based on coincidence of: 
• The 100 most populated metro regions 
export 80% of US goods. 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the the NY metropolitan region 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the the NY metropolitan region 
Introduction and overview 
The Second Industrial Divide and the myth of sectorial succession. 
The Machine in the Garden 
National Context 
New York Regional Context 
 Goods movement 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the the NY metropolitan region 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the manufacturing neighborhood 
• Where in the city: in and out of 
districts 
From the Global to the hyper-local:  the manufacturing neighborhood 
Howard’s Garden City Le Corbusier Toni Garnier 
The Industrial City Returns:  
Does Manufacturing Matter? 
• You loose control of what you don’t make 
• Rents on innovation are paid in production 
• Manufacturing has strongest linkages  
• Manufacturing jobs are more valuable 
 
Does Manufacturing Matter? 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: Equity and Environment 
• Access to labor 
• Access to markets 
• Access to technology 
• Access to infrastructure, 
equipment and buildings 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: Economy – agglomeration and innovation 
• Access to labor 
• Access to markets 
• Access to technology 
• Access to infrastructure, 
equipment and buildings 




Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: Economy – agglomeration and innovation 
• Access to labor 
• Access to markets 
• Access to technology 
• Access to infrastructure, 
equipment and buildings 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: Economy – agglomeration and innovation 






• Smaller spaces 
• Proximity to the core 
• Mixed Use 
Policy Implications: 
• Regulatory challenges 
• Agglomeration versus displacement 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: Economy – agglomeration and innovation 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Barcelona:  22@ Innovation District 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Barcelona: 22@ Innovation District Kendall/MIT Innovation District 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Portland State Innovation District 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Does Urban Manufacturing Matter: The “innovation district” 
Questions: 
• Policy: Level of subsidy 
• Regulation: Managing the mix 
• Design: 
o How much proximity/connectivity 
o How much vertical mixed use 
o Role of streets and public spaces 
 
• The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
Place-Making 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
 Hotel industriele, Paris 
 Italy? 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
Legacy mixed-use 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
Factory consolidated on lower two floors 
New service and factory lobby 
Office or residential lobby 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
New “sliver towers”  
New green “sky-scape”  
Additional floors in narrow set-back tower 
The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
Factory consolidated on lower two floors 
Office or residential lobby 
Street trees and streetscape 
New service and factory lobby 
Additional floors in narrow set-back tower 
New “highline” 
The Industrial District Reconsidered: Garment District Case Study 
Spring Creek , New York,  1952 
Crawford Industrial District, Chicago,  1931 
• Innovation and the Low-rise urban industrial district 
Challenge: The Low-rise urban industrial district 
Challenge: The Low-rise urban industrial district 
Challenge: The Low-rise urban industrial district 
What are the design issues? 
• Large buildings that are not suited to the new urban manufacturing model 
• Buildings that do not relate to the street 
• Public space design: Disorganized left-over spaces.  Poorly defined loading and 
storage areas 
• Street design: quality of pedestrian experience and goods movement  
• Managing the edge: integration versus encroachment  
Strategies and case studies: 
• Beyond the Box: clip and carve 
• Rationalize the leftover spaces 
• Create mixed-use streets 
• Explore new building types  to introduce new uses 
 
case study: Bayer campus 
 
Low-rise industrial district strategies: beyond the box  
case study: Bayer campus 
Low-rise industrial district strategies:  make the open space network  
Low-rise industrial district strategies:  make the open space network  
Low-rise industrial district strategies:  make the open space network  
New roll-down doors 
Loading dock used as showroom space 
Café in back of new loading dock 
showroom 
Delivery/service area retained 
Low-rise industrial district strategies:  make the open space network  
Mixed-use in time and space: sharing  
Low-rise industrial district strategies: re-think the street 
Mixed use bike lane symbol  
Typical cross street  
Low-rise industrial district strategies: re-think the street 
Mixed use street “kit of parts” 
Low-rise industrial district strategies: re-think the street 
Mixed use street “kit of parts” 
Low-rise industrial district strategies: re-think the street 
Hard Soft Mixed 
Low-rise industrial district strategies: fix the edge 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
University of Calgary, BC 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Newmarket, Boston, MA  
Place-Making 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
case study:  
Morrisania Industrial Park 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
case study:  
Morrisania Industrial Park 
Morrisania Industrial Park 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  
Policy strategies for the low-rise urban 
industrial district 
 Policy strategies: 
• Zoning for performance 
• Know the ecology 
• Curate the mix  
 
 Zoning for performance: Form-based zoning 
Industrial district strategies:  zoning for performance   
Brooklyn Navy Yard 
Industrial district strategies:   
• understand the  mix 
• curate the mix   
Brooklyn Navy Yard 
Industrial district strategies:  curate the mix   
Greenpoint Manufacturing and Design Center 
Industrial district strategies:  curate the mix   
Mission-Driven Entity 
• Manage and program the nyc fashion innovation center 
• Help designers find factories to produce their lines 
• Promote a “nyc-made” brand 
• Help enforce deed restrictions on manufacturing space 
Industrial district strategies:  create the mix  
Lessons Learned for Bogota and the US 
 Policy: 
• Know the ecology 
• Regulation: Performance-based zoning and design guidelines 
• Empower a mission-driven entity to “Curate the mix”. 
• Calibrate national politics to local economy 
 
Urban Form 
• Transform the box 
• Design a new open space network 
• Re-think the street 
• Fix the edge, but create new connections to context  
• Explore new forms of mixed-use 
 
Place-Making Thank You 
 
Place-Making 
Emergence of the “innovation district” 
 
case study: Bayer campus 
 
Emergence of the “innovation district” 
US Industrial Revival: “Re-shoring” + 
 Urban manufacturing: Intersection of the global and the hyper-local 
Bathgate, Bronx, 1956 and 1978  
Bathgate Industrial Park 
Industrial district strategies:  low-rise mixed use  The “innovation district” and vertical mixed-use 
3 states 
31 counties 
783 towns  
and cities 
23 million    
residents 
 What is Regional Plan Association:  
